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Annual Report 2017-2018
Welcome to the Kraemer Family Library, a place that supports the teaching, research, and service missions of the University of Colorado Colorado Springs.

This year’s report has a new format, using the library’s strategic directions from our 2020 Strategic Plan as a framework for our accomplishments and activities. As you’ll see, we’ve been busy making the library a better place for the UCCS community.

Interested in numbers? Check out our annual statistics on the library’s website, where you can also view statistics going back to 2010.

Want to learn more about our activities? Follow us on Facebook. You can also see the library in action through our Flickr account.

We look forward to serving you in the years to come, and please contact me with any questions or feedback.

Martin Garnar
Dean, Kraemer Family Library
mgarnar@uccs.edu
Library Mission, Vision, and Values

Mission Statement
The Kraemer Family Library fosters the intellectual growth of UCCS students, faculty, staff, and our community by developing innovative services, technologies, collections, and spaces that facilitate their emerging information needs.

Vision Statement
Advancing the spirit of discovery.

Values Statement
• We offer an environment that encourages scholarship, creativity, and intellectual freedom.
• We believe information literacy is an essential learning outcome of our students.
• We support the diverse needs of all users.
• We embrace campus and community partnerships.
• We cultivate employee and organizational excellence.
• We practice and promote environmentally sustainable behavior.
2020 Strategic Plan

Position the library as an integral part of campus culture and life.

Take an active role throughout the entire research process.

Be a lead technology hub and provider.

Enhance and further integrate the library's online presence.

Build a culture of assessment.
Position the library as an integral part of campus culture and life.

- Promoted the Green Action Funded fitness study bike and treadmill stations resulting in a total of 747 miles logged over the course of 213 hours
- Placed “lights out” stickers in library work and study spaces to encourage energy savings
- Welcomed over 886 visitors to Pause for Paws and experimented with optimal space utilization
- Tabled at multiple campus events including sustainability events, orientations, health fair, career event
Position the library as an integral part of campus culture and life.

- Invited to share Team Green initiatives at the Moving Forward Together: 1st Annual UCCS Sustainability Summit
- KFL staff member Joel Tonyan received 2018 UCCS Campus Sustainability Award
- Hosted and co-hosted multiple Just Talk events with 441 attendees in Spring 2018
- Had multiple de-stressing activities for pre-finals and finals week
- Added more movable white boards in collaborative spaces
- Sponsored 6th annual Kraemer Copyright Conference
Take an active role throughout the entire research process.

- Trialed 12 electronic resources and received user feedback to ensure the best selection of resources to meet campus needs, adding 6 items to the e-resource wish list
- Added 15 additional electronic resources and 6 individual streaming video titles
- Added 39 electronic resource Voluntary Product Accessibility Templates to our VPAT repository to track resource accessibility capabilities
- Taught 298 course-integrated library instruction sessions reaching a total of 3,189 students.
Take an active role throughout the entire research process.

- Conducted 33 library workshops with a total attendance of 526
- Hosted 16 GPS sections (709 students) in our annual freshman orientation event, *Cards around the Library*.
- Answered 1500 research assistance questions from the Research Assistance Desk, Archives, and librarian offices.
- Implemented Reprints Desk, an article purchase on demand system, in Interlibrary Loan
- Multiple internship experiences provided to students in University Archives
Be a lead technology hub and provider.

- Tracked a total of 41 single title streaming films digitized to the university Mediasite server
- Workshops/training for library staff on Office365 and book scanner
- Launched Drupal
- Began circulating Hotspots through a collaborative project with Information Technology
- Improved access to network ports around the library’s public stations
Enhance and further integrate the library's online presence.

• Redesigned the functionality of the Just Talk webpages for ease of maintenance
• Used Web Content Accessibility Guidelines to test the library website
• Enhanced OneSearch interface - new facets and search features
• Implemented My Scheduler feature in LibCal
• Updated Sierra Server
• Joined ELUNA and participated in the enhancement voting process
• Cleaned up and documented item statuses in Sierra
Enhance and further integrate the library's online presence.

- Added a public performance note to streaming videos so that faculty/students can find titles that can be shown to groups
- Did full cataloging on all popular reading materials to make them more discoverable in the catalog
- Moved the A to Z list to the Libguide platform
- Embedded online learning tools in the course shells of 49 online sections in English 1410, 2080, and 2090
- One librarian was embedded in the message boards of 7 online sections of English 1410 and had a total of 56 student interactions
Build a culture of assessment.

- Responded to feedback received on the Fitness Study Stations feedback slips by implementing 4 suggested changes
- Established an Assessment team in the library
- Conducted a survey during the spring 2018 semester to gather student opinions about the library
- Held two student advisory sessions to gather ideas about the library
Other accomplishments

• Began weeding the Qs in the main collection
• Completed reorganization of the reference collection
• Reorganized staff areas in Technical Service to take better advantage of the space and support workflow
• Reconfigured space in Interlibrary Loan
• Began putting CDs that were housed in circulation back into the individual books
• Completed cataloging of all government documents in map cases
• Trained selectors on using GOBI to send orders to Acquisitions
• Began transition to GPO exchange system to facilitate future weeding of the documents collection
• Transitioned photocopying services to Copy Center
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Faculty Scholarship and Creative Activity
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Presentations (continued)


Faculty Scholarship and Creative Activity

Presentations (continued)


Thanks for a great year!